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C O L L E C T I O N
ECO-DECO

Vesta’s Eco-Deco Collection is another exclusive Vesta offering featuring a simple extruded  
track available in five brushed finishes and powder coated white. A simple approach 
for small and large projects with an emphasis on rich finishes and a great price point.



AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours 

PRIMARY MATERIALS:
■ aluminum

DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:
3/4"W: bracket required every 3-4 feet

SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Splicing when applicable can significantly reduce 
freight charges. The created seam will be visible. 
We can help you make the best-informed decision 
when it’s time to ship your order.
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SAMPLE SETS

Brushed Aluminum (BRA)

Brushed Black (BBL)

Brushed Bronze (BRB)

Brushed Gold (BRG)

Brushed Nickel (BRN)

White (WH)

BRACKETS & ACCESSORIES

Rail Connector
#198993 

End Cap
#191916  *shown in BBL

Ceiling Mount
#191616 - 9/16”W, 1.1/2”L 

Click Ceiling 
Bracket
#191618

1.5/8”L, 7/8”W

Double Click Wall Bracket
#191680

 3/4”W, 1.3/4”P-5.1/2”P

Click Wall Bracket
#191670

 3/4”W, 2.1/2”P

Wall Bracket long
#191660 - 5/8”W, 2”P 

Track
#195185 *shown in BBL

Swivel Glide
#906525 - grey

Roller Glide 
small - #906575

Roller Glide 
large

#906520 - white
#906521 - black

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

#906706 - 60% fullness
#906708 - 80% fullness
#906710 - 100% fullness
#906712 - 120% fullness

available in black or white

Ball Bearing Roller Carrier

Track Stop
#908992 - white

 #908992B - black

BRABBL BRB BRG BRN WH

Vesta’s Eco-Deco Collection is another exclusive Vesta offering featuring a simple extruded  
track available in five brushed finishes and powder coated white. A simple approach 
for small and large projects with an emphasis on rich finishes and a great price point.

AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BBL= brushed black (anodized)
BRA= brushed aluminum (anodized)
BRB= brushed bronze (anodized)
BRG= brushed gold (anodized)
BRN= brushed nickel (anodized)
WH = white (powder coated)
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